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Assrnacr

Attempts to grow large single crystals of muscovite using muscovite cleavage plates

as seeds and shredcled muscovite as nutrient produced an iron-rich mica and considerable

quantities of the KAlSiOr polymorph callecl kalsilite 
'fhis result is of interest since kalsilite

is not a common mineral in nature. Optical data and :r-ray measurements are presented for

both the iron-rich mica and the kalsilite.

INtnotructroN

Attempts to grow single crystal muscovite using muscovite seeds and

nutrient in a steel l ined autoclave produced an iron-rich mica and com-

paratively large quantit ies of the mineral kalsil i te, the hexagonal form

of KAlSiOa. Kalsil i te is relatively rare, although it may be more common

than supposed since it is rather diff icult to identify with assuratrce in

thin section. Kalsil i te was discovered in volcanic rocks from S.W.

Uganda by Holmes (19+2) and described by Bannister and Hey (1942),

and first prepared in the laboratory by Rigby and Richardson (1947).

Since that t ime additional work (Smith and Tuttle, 1957; Sahama and

Smith, 1957; Smith and Sahama, t957 and Tuttle and Smith, 1958) has

done much to clarify phase relations in the system nepheline-kalsil i te

and polymorphism in KAlSiOr. These studies indicate that at least

seven different crystall ized materials are possible. These include tetrakal-

sii i te, orthorhombic KAlSi04, kalsil i te, kaliophil ite, disordered kaliophi-

l i te, a second orthorhombic phase with a smaller unit ceil, and a new

polymorph named tri-kalsii i te (Sahama and Smith, 1957). The studies

of Tuttle and Smith (1958) seem to indicate that sodium must be present

in all stable phases mentioned above except kalsil i te and the ortho-

rhombic form of KAlSiO4. Tri-kalsil i te (Sahama and Smith, 1957) is

found in a kalsil i te-nepheline microperthite and hence it is probable that

this kaisil i tc contains some sodium.
The system described here contained no appreciable quantit ies oi

sodium. At the temperatures and pressures used in these experiments

kalsil i te would appear to be the stable phase in the absence of sodium'

This agrees with the results of Tuttle and Smith (1958) but not with the

earlier studies of Rigby and Richardson (1947) which seemed to indicate

that kalsil i te must contain at least 1.5% NazO.

* Operated for the Atomic Energy Commission by Union Carbicle Corporation.
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l - rc .  1.  Hydrothermal  autoclave.

ExpnnrrrpNrAr, METHOD

Three hydrothermal runs were made using a one inch i.d. autoclave
with a cold rolled steel l iner. The autoclave was quite similar in design
to those used by Bell Laboratories in their early qvartz syntheses. (Fig.
1.) The following conditions were used:
Seeds and nutrient:
Solvent:
Partial fill:
'Iemperatures:

Seed area:
Nutrient area:

Estimated pressure:
Bomb liner:

Seeds were prepared from cleavage plates of natural muscovite, ap-
proximately |" on an edge and 0.005,, thick. These plates were suspended
in the upper portion of the l iner, which during the run was the coorer

N U T R i E N T

CAP WELOED
TO L INER

natural muscovite
KOH (1 N solution)
70%

Approximately 410' C.
Approximately 425" C.
1200 bars
Cold rolled lou-carbon steel, 1" o.d., fr" i.d.
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Frc. 2. Layered structure of converted muscovite seed plate'

A. Scattered crystals of kalsilite up to I mm. diameter'

B. Sheet of iron-rich mica.

C. Sheet of coalesced crystals of kalsilite; individuals up to 3 5 mm cliameter'

D. Thin layer of what appears to be partially digested muscovite at center of con-

verted seed.

E. Sheet of coalesced crystals of kalsilite; individuals up to 3 5 mm' diameter'

F. Sheet of iron-rich mica.

G Scattered crystals of kaisilite up to I mrn. diameter'

(Note that layers E ancl G do not appear in this view')

region of the system. shredded pieces of muscovite were enclosed in a

wire basket and placed at the base of the l iner, which was the hotter

region of the system. The seed and nutrient regions were separated by

a ferforated baffle placed convex upward and containing approximately

20/p open space.
The ends of the i iner were welded shut and a 10ok partial f i l i  of 1 N

KOH solution added with a hypodermic syringe through a small hole

dril led in one end cap. This fi l l  hole was then easily welded shut. KOH

was used as solvent rather than NaOH to reduce the number of com-

ponents in the system, since the potassium mica was of interest. Runs

ie.e -ade lasting for twenty-one days' fourteen days, and twenty-nine

days. A leak developed at some undetermined time during the first run

of twenty-one days duration, probably rather early in the run since

larger crystals of kaisil i te were obtained in the second run of Iourteen

days. The finai run of twenty-nine days duration was made to learn

whether larger crystals of kalsil i te could be grown' While this run pro-
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duced more crystals of kalsil i te, they were no larger than those produced
in the preceding run.

ExpnnrlrnNrAL RESULTS

several general observations could be made from theseexperiments:
1. The original muscovite of the seed plates was largely converted to

two new crystall ine phases: an iron-rich mica and the mineral kalsil i te.
2. The converted seed plates contained seven distinct layers consist-

ing of kalsil i te, the iron-rich mica, and a minor amount of unconverted
muscovite. The nature of this layering is shownin Fig. 2. (Note that only
five of the seven layers appear in the photograph which shows a converted
seed plate broken across the layers.) rt appears that during the conver-
sion process the two outer sheets of iron-rich mica were formed at an
early time in the run, and that the conversion of the remaining muscovite
to kalsil i te proceeded more slowly. The smailer, scaltered crystals of
kalsil i te on the outer surfaces of the converted seed material probably
did not start to grow until after at least some of the muscovite between
the two iron-rich mica layers had been converted to kalsil i te. The surficiai
kalsil i te crystals almost certainly did not appear unti l distinct outer
layers of the iron-rich mica had been produced.

3. The nutrient material which appeared largely converted to kalsil i te,
showed less development of the iron-rich mica than noted in the con-
verted seed plates.

4. The iron-rich mica and also numerous small crystals of magnetite
(black, octahedral, magnetic crystals) appeared more abundantlyin the
upper, cooler region of the l iner.

The conversion apparently resulted from two major factors. First,
the KoH solution attacked the cold rolled steer l iner readily, yierding
a solution rich in Fe+2 and Fe+3 ions. second, the iron-rich mica appeared
to be more stable under these conditions than the muscovite. The sol-
vent was effective in attacking the muscovite, replacing the aluminum
in the octahedral site with iron to produce some iron-rich mica and digest-
ing the bulk of the muscovite to yield aluminum ions and sio+-a groups
which could then recombine with the potassium of the solvent and that
produced during the disintegration of the muscovite lo form kalsil i te.

t ion; however, some grew with an o-axis normal to the surface and some
were inclined to the surface (Fig. 3). There is some evidence for an
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epitaxial relationship between the kalsil i te and the mica' Crystals of

t atsit lte were also noted on the baffle plate, the upper end cap of the

liner, and on the l iner wall.

Numerousbubb le inc lus ionsa reno teda t thecen te rso fmos tc rys ta l s ,

these materials may be expressed by a generai chemical equation:

KAh(Si,AI)oro(oH)z * Fe S9q'i-4]---
(Muscovite) (Temperature, Pressure)

KAlSiO4 f K(Fe, Al)z(SisAI)Oro(OH), * Fe:O+ * Hz

(Kalsilite) (Iron-rich mica) (Magnetite)

Oprrcer- Der,l

op t i ca lda tawerede te rm ined fo rbo th theka l s i l i t eand i ron - r i chm ica
formed during these runs. The kalsilite has the following otritical proper-

t les:
o:1.542+0.002 Colorless

e  : 1 . 5 3 8  + 0 . 0 0 2

Frc. 3. Kalsilite crystals produced hydrothermally'

Uniaxial negative
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. 
Thgse properties agree with those determined by Bannister ancl Hey

(t942) in their original description of the mineral.
The iron-rich mica has the following optical properties:

Essentially uniaxial negative (probably biaxial negative with 2V close to 0.)
q : 1 . 6 2 + 0 . 0 1

0: 'y  :  1.68 + 0.01
Strongly colored and pleochroic. Black to greenish in macroscopic observation.
Pleochroism:

X:reddish brown
Y:Z:smoky green

Table 1 compares these values with reported inclices of refraction for
some other iron-bearing micas.

'Lrsm 1. ColrpenrsoN or. Ixorcrs or.RrrnncrroN lon Snvnner,
InoN-Branrnc Mrcas

Indices of Iron-rich
Refraction mica ( +0.01) Lepidomelane AnniteBiotite

q

R

^v

1 .630
1 .690
1.690

The opticai data on this material are somewhat variable, probabry as
a result of variations in the iron content. The determi.red ,ralue of a is
uncertain because of the strong preochroism and the plate-l ike nature of
the material.

Physically, while this materiar retains the sheet structure of the origi-
nal muscovite, it is considerabry more brittre than muscovite or biotite.
However, it sti l l  retains perfect basal creavage and measurements of the
value of a were made with diff iculty. Also noted was the presence of
variable quantit ies of an opaque material (probabry magnetiie) in inter-
growth with the iron-rich mica.

KarsrrrrB Cnysr,c.rrocRApHy

To the best of the authors' knowredge, well-developed crystals of
kalsil i te have not been found in nature nor produced in the laboratory
previously. rrence, identif ication has been generally based on the opticar
and r-ray measurements which are possibre on materiars which are an-
hedral. The kalsil i te crystals grown here (Fig. 3) were of sufficient size
to make some interfacial angle measurements with the two-circle goni-
ometer (Table 2). These values are berieved to be accurate within *2".
Greater accuracy would be desirable, but does not appear possibre with

1 . 6 2
1 .68
1 .68

1 .56-1 . 60
I .60-1 .66
1.60- t  .66

1.616-1.630
1.670-1 .690
1.670-1.690
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I'nnr,n 2, INrnnl.acrll Alrcrrs ron HvnnotsrRMAr,LY Pnnpenno K*rl-sflrtn

Form Miller Indices o T z Q ' ! L

Basal pinacoid

Hexagonal prism

Hexagonal dipyramid

Hexagonal dipyramid

{0001 }
{ 1olol
{ 1011 }
120D31

0"
90'
61 '
46"

60" intervals

60'intervals
60' intervals

the materials available. 
'Ihe crystal faces generally show a slight curva-

ture which tends to give a range of values. Several crystals were meas-

ured which show four distinct forms'
These measured values of interfacial angles compare favorably wit:h

the values for  the {1011} and {2023} forms computed using the values

ao (5.I7 A) and co (8.67 A) determined by Bannister and Hey (1942)'

The p angle for the {1011} faces should be closer to 59o, and for the

lZ12;' l faces closer to 48o. The hexagonal dipyramid assigned the {1011}
indices is rather well developed compared with the tt2023l form which

consists only of minute faces and which does not appear on all crystals.

The space group determined for kalsil i te by Bannister and Hey (t942)

is P6fl. The forms observed are possible forms in this crystal class.

X-nev ter.t

x-ray d,ata were determined for the iron-rich mica and kalsil i te ob-

tained in these runs. A comparison of basal plane reflections for the

iron-rich mica formed in these experiments, Iepidomelane, biotite, and

Tesl-n 3. Couplnrsor.r on Blser Specrrcs ron Srvnn'tr Mrc'qs

Iron-richmical Lepidomelane2 Biotite3 Muscovitca

(hk. r )
d(A)d(A)d(A)d(A)

0 0 . 1
00 .2
00 .3
00 .4
00 .5

10.04
5 .06
3 . 3 7
2 . 5 1
2.033

1 0 .  1
5 . 0 4
3 . 3 6
2 . 5 1
2 . O l

1 0 .  1
4 .  5 8
3  . 3 6
2 . 5 1
2 . m

1 0 . 0
5 . 0
J . J +

2 . 4 8
2 . A 0

100
60
80
40
70

r00
20

100
40
80

100
20

100
n
80

100
50

100
95
45

l Copper radiation, Nickel filter, (),:1.5418 A for Ko), diffractometer'
, ASTM X-ray Powder Data File, card number 2-00114, Molybdenum radiation,

(I:0.709 A), Nagelschmidt, 1937).
3 ASTM X-ray Powder Data File, card number 2-0045, Molybdenum radiation,

(X:0.709 A), (Nageischmidt, 1937).
4 ASTM X-ray Powder Data File, card number 2-0055, Iron radiation, (x:1.936 A),

(British Museum).
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muscovi te is  presented in Table 3. ' rhese resul ts  ind icate that  thei ron-
rich material is more similar to lepidomelane than to biotite. X-ray clata
for annite were not available. The recorded r-ray intensities were high
for the even ordered reflections because a single plate of the iron-rich
mica was mounted on a specimen holder to give only basal plane re-
flections, while the data shown for the other micas were taken from tabu-
lations including all possible reflections.

Table 4 presents the :r-ray powder photograph data for kalsil i te. These
results are very close to those of Smith and Tuttle (1957).

Smith and Sahama (1957) discussed order-disorder relations in kalsi-
l i te. The ordered form should either have a larger unit ceil or be less

T.tslr 4. X-Rey Drllnacrrom PermnN ron Ilvonormnlrel KelsrrB
Debye-Scherrer camera, Copper radiation, Nickel filter, 12 hours

d(A) d(A)

4 . 3 1
3 . 9 7
3 . 1 2
2 . 5 8 2
2.483
2 . 4 3 5
2.219
2 . 1 7 5
1.992

1 .959
I  .931
1 770
1 . 6 6 2
1 . 6 2 2
1 . . ) / . )

1 .560
1 491
1.459

MW
M
M
S
s
VS
LVI

VS
M

S
VS
VS
VS
S
S
S
VS
M

symmetrical. crystals of a kalsil i te-nepheline microperthite from Kab-
fumu, (Beigian) congo showed six additional diffuse reflections indicat-
ing that a new unit cell had to be taken at 30o to the usual cell. A rotation
pattern about the a-axis of a single crystal specimen grown in these ex-
periments was taken to determine whether the ordered or disordered
form was present. Examination of the pattern showed no weak inter-
mediate layer l ines, indicating this sample to be of the disordered form.

CoNcr,usrol's

Muscovite was readily converted under hydrothermal conditions to
the KAlSiOa polymorph, kalsil i te, and an iron-rich mica, very similar to
lepidomelane in optical properties and x-ray diffraction pattern. x-ray
and optical data indicate that the kalsil i te described here corresponds
closely to the natural kalsil i te described by Bannister and Hey (rg42)
and the synthetic preparations of other workers. A single crystal rota-
tion photograph indicates the kalsil i te prepared in these experiments to
be the disordered forrrr.
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It has been suggested that kalsil i l-e may be more common in nature
than is apparent. The apparent ease with which muscovite is converted
to iron-rich mica and kalsil i te suggests that additional occurrences of
kalsil i te in nature may be found where basic dikes intrude muscovite-
bearing rocks.
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